A novel AFM-based 5-axis nanoscale machine tool for fabrication of nanostructures on a micro ball.
This paper presents a novel atomic force microscopy (AFM)-based 5-axis nanoscale machine tool developed to fabricate nanostructures on different annuli of the micro ball. Different nanostructures can be obtained by combining the scratching trajectory of the AFM tip with the movement of the high precision air-bearing spindle. The center of the micro ball is aligned to be coincided with the gyration center of the high precision to guarantee the machining process during the rotating of the air-bearing spindle. Processing on different annuli of the micro ball is achieved by controlling the distance between the center of the micro ball and the rotation center of the AFM head. Nanostructures including square cavities, circular cavities, triangular cavities, and an annular nanochannel are machined successfully on the three different circumferences of a micro ball with a diameter of 1500 μm. Moreover, the influences of the error motions of the high precision air-bearing spindle and the eccentric between the micro ball and the gyration center of the high precision air-bearing spindle on the processing position error on the micro ball are also investigated. This proposed machining method has the potential to prepare the inertial confinement fusion target with the expected dimension defects, which would advance the application of the AFM tip-based nanomachining approach.